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Abstract
Prosodic annotation procedures of the GOPOLIS Slovenian speech data database and methods for automatic classification of different
prosodic events are described in the paper. Several statistical parameters for duration and loudness of words, syllables and allophones
were computed for the Slovenian language, for the first time on such a large amount of Slovene speech data. The evaluation of the
annotated data shows a close match between automatically determined syntactic-prosodic boundary marker positions and those obtained
by a rule-based approach.

1. Introduction
Research and development in the field of spoken

language technologies encouraged and supported by the
European Community resulted in many experimental and
also commercially available systems for speech recog-
nition, understanding, synthesis and dialogue for differ-
ent European languages (Andersen, 1998). The first
steps towards multilingual speech technology systems were
also performed. In Germany, for instance, collaboration
between many research partners in the Verbmobil project
(Čavar et al., 1998) was established.

Noticeable progress in this field in the recent years was
also made for one of the minor European languages, Slov-
enian. As a result of our own investigations and our collab-
oration with foreign partners, a multilingual dialogue sys-
tem was developed (Aretoulaki et al., 1998). Slovenian
speech recognition, understanding and synthesis systems
are the most important achievements of the research group
of Slovenian scientists in the Laboratory of artificial per-
ception, Faculty of electrical engineering at the University
of Ljubljana (Ipšić et al., 1999).

The usage of prosodic parameters in speech recogni-
tion and understanding and quality prosody modeling in
speech synthesis resulted in large improvements in the per-
formance of these systems (Batliner et al., 1998; Boros
et al., 1998; Gros et al., 1998). At present not much
work has been done in this field for the Slovenian language.
The research group at the University Erlangen-Nürenberg
has some important research results in the field of pros-
odic analysis for the German language (Batliner et al.,
1998; Kißling, 1997; Kompe, 1997) and also some exper-
ience with prosody processing for other languages (Haas
et al., 1999). In a combined effort of the Slovenian and
the German research groups procedures for automatic pros-
odic parameter measurement and evaluation were tested on
Slovenian speech material. We tried to recognize prosodic
events and evaluate them statistically.

2. Selection of prosodic events
Syntactic-prosodic boundaries along the lines of (Bat-

liner et al., 1998), annotated for transliterations of read
speech and acoustic-prosodic boundaries and word accents

labeled via acoustic perceptual sessions were chosen for the
initial experiments.

� M3: clause boundaries

� M2: constituent boundaries likely to be marked pros-
odically

� M1: boundaries that syntactically belong to the
normal constituent boundaries as M2 but are most
certainly not marked prosodically because they are
”close” to a M3 boundary

� M0: every other word boundary

Table 1: Syntactic-prosodic boundary labels

For the training of statistical classifiers large amounts
of labeled training data are needed. Prosodic labeling on
the basis of perception tests is very time consuming. Fur-
thermore, it does not exactly reflect what is needed during
the syntactic analysis of speech. Therefore, we performed
automatic labeling with syntactic-prosodic boundaries of
the Slovenian GOPOLIS speech corpus (50 speakers, 8.645
utterances, 5.077 different corpus sentences) according to
(Kompe, 1997) pp. 140–144.

In the labelling procedure, we distinguished between 4
types of boundaries as listed in Table 1. Here are some
examples of labeled text1:

Lahko M1 ponovite odgovor M3 prosim?
(Can you repeat the answer please?)
Ali M1 imate M2 kakšno letalo M3 čez tri tedne?
(Is there a flight in three weeks?)
Letite M2 na relaciji M3 Helsinki M3 Zuerich?
(Do you fly the route Helsinki Zuerich?)

Acoustic-prosodic boundaries and word accent labels were
defined as in VERBMOBIL (Kompe, 1997). They are de-
scribed in Tables 2 and 3.
Here is a sample list of sentences labeled with acoustic-
prosodic boundaries and word accents 2:

1M0 labels are not indicated in the examples.
2The default classes B0 and UA labels are not indicated in the



� B3: prosodic clause boundary

� B2: prosodic phrase boundary

� B9: irregular boundary, usually hesitation lengthening

� B0: every other word boundary

Table 2: Acoustic-prosodic boundary labels

� PA: the most prominent (primary) accent within a
prosodic clause

� SA: all other accented words are marked as carrying
secondary accent

� UA: unaccented words

Table 3: Word accent labels

Ja PA, � pause � B3 res PA !
(Yes, really!)
Lahko ponovite SA odgovor PA , B3 prosim PA ?
(Can you repeat the answer, please?)
Bi bila SA mogoče SA kakšna SA direktna PA letalska SA
veza B3 čez tri PA dneve SA ?
(Is there a direct connection in three days?)

3. Data preparation
The experiments on prosodic events classification we

wanted to perform required some specific data preparation.
Speech signals of read Slovenian texts from the GOPOLIS

speech corpus (Dobrišek et al., 1998) were used for the ex-
periments. The GOPOLIS pronunciation dictionary was ex-
tended with stress and syllable markers. Special categories
denoting silence, non-word, consonants and syllable-root
were added. A special format for representing word graphs
was used. Table 4 displays an example of a word–graph.

The segmentation of the speech signals was per-
formed automatically using the ISADORA net (Schukat-
Talamazzini, 1995), based on HMM acoustic speech mod-
eling and transliterated texts. An important feature of the
Isadora net environment is the automatic detection of si-
lence segments not indicated in the transliteration.

3.1. Automatic syntactic–prosodic boundaries
determination

The text corpus of the GOPOLIS database has been cre-
ated automatically using a context-free grammar consisting
of 189 sentence templates (Gros et al., 1995). The sentence
templates cover the most frequent dialogue situations oc-
curring at airline timetable information retrieval. The tem-
plates were created after tedious listening, transcribing and
analyzing of 15 hrs of recordings of real situation dialogues
between anonymous clients and telephone operators at the
Adria Airways information center. 22,500 different sen-
tences for short introductory inquiries, long inquiries and
short confirmations were produced using the sentence tem-

examples.

BEGIN LATTICE	�
 �����	�� ��� 
 	��
(AP (Z - 2))
�� ��� 	�� ��� 	�� ���
(AP (Z n 19 E: 32))�� �����	�� ��� �"! ���
(AP (Z - 56)) � #%$ 	�� ��� �&	 �� 
(AP (Z t 81 o: 87))��! ')( 	�� ��� ��� 	�	��
(AP (Z p 95 a 105))! * ��� 	�� ��� 	�	�! 	���

(AP (Z n 116 E: 120))*+� �����	�� ��� 	���� 	,�"!
(AP (Z - 133))

END LATTICE

Table 4: Word-graph for the sentence ”Ne, to pa ne!”
(meaning ”No, not this!”). Col. 3: description of the speech
segment (word, pause), Col. 5: speech segment start time,
col. 6: speech segment end time, Col. 7: word allophones
and their start time. The time unit corresponds to 10 msec.

plates. 5,077 of them were randomly chosen to form the
final GOPOLIS sentence corpus.

In order to obtain a version of the GOPOLIS database
annotated with boundary information, M1, M2 and M3 la-
bels were inserted into the sentence templates. Then the
sentence generation process was repeated.

The M2 markers were generally set according to
rhythmic constraints. M1 markers — as described above
— were set, if an M2 boundary was too close to the
beginning or end of the utterance or too close to an
M3 boundary, i.e. they were also set according to
rhythmic constraints. M3 markers were placed between
main/subordinate clauses and around embedded clauses.
For example, the DEP CITY ARR CITY category com-
bination indicating the flight arrival–destination city was al-
ways delimited by a M3 marker since we assumed that the
speakers would pronounce the two city names separately
as they convey essential semantic information. Similarly,
time and date expressions were separated from the rest of
the text using M3 markers. Since one sentence template can
produce sentences of various length, many of the M3 mark-
ers could not be predicted automatically, esp. the breathing
pauses.

3.2. Acoustic-prosodic boundaries and word accent
labels determination

Acoustic-prosodic boundaries and word accent labels
were marked manually by perception tests using visualisa-
tion of speech signals and listening. In total, 1000 signals
(6 speakers) were labeled, representing 12% of the whole
GOPOLIS speech corpus. The annotation was conducted by
the first author; intralabeller consistency has not yet been
evaluated.

4. Features selection and pattern
classification

Classification using only prosodic feature sets describ-
ing duration segmental characteristics on the word level,
speaking rate, energy and pitch was performed. Pitch peri-
ods were computed for the entire GOPOLIS database based
on the inverse filtering algorithm (Kißling, 1997). Various



statistical parameters previously determined on the train-
ing set were used in the duration and energy normalization
procedures (Kißling, 1997) (pp. 165–182). All 95 features
forming ”the best word features set” according to experi-
ments performed on German speech (Kißling, 1997) (page
258) were computed for the Slovenian speech data.

The aim of the extraction of prosodic features is to com-
pactly describe the properties of the speech signal which
are relevant for the detection of prosodic events. Prosodic
events, such as phrase boundaries and phrase accents, mani-
fest themselves in variations of speaking-rate, energy, pitch,
and pausing. The exact interrelation of these prosodic at-
tributes is very complex. Thus, our approach is to find
features that describe the attributes as exactly but also as
compactly as possible.

At each edge of the WHG, not only the current edge
(i.e. the current word interval) is used for feature extraction
but also intervals containing several words. These intervals
from the beginning of word - to the end of word

#
are re-

ferred to by .0/21�3 465 . Intervals that we use are e.g. ."/6798:3;7�<%5
or .,/=7><?3 @A5 . At the end of the word ”not” in the utterance
shown in Figure 1 the Interval ."/=7)8B3;7><C5 e.g. denotes the
time interval from the beginning of the word ”Of” to the
end of the word ”course”.
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No.      Of    course     not.      On      the      second        of    may. 

Figure 1: Utterance ”No. Of course not. On the second of
May.” with the phoneme sequence in SAMPA notation.

Each of the features that were used in the experiments
corresponds to an interval as described above. The pause
features are easily extracted: These are simply the duration
of filled pauses (e.g. ”uhm”, ”uh”, . . . ) and silent pauses.
Energy and pitch features are based on the short term en-
ergy and F0 contours. Duration features should capture
variations in speaking-rate and are based on the duration
of speech units. A normalization of energy, duration, and
pitch features can be performed in order to take phone in-
trinsic variations and the optional use of prosodic marking
into account.

As mentioned above, energy and pitch features are
based on the short-term energy and F0 contour, respect-
ively. Some of the features that are used to describe a pitch
contour are shown in Figure 2. Additionally, we use the
mean and the median as features (Buckow et al., 1999).

Neural nets were used for classification. The SNNS
software (SNNS, 1999) was used for neural net modeling.
Several net configurations and initializations were tested in
the experiments.

5. Recognition results
Four classification schemes with different clustering for

the syntactic-prosodic boundaries were tested. The results
indicating overall recognition rate and classwise computed
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Figure 2: Example of features used to describe a pitch con-
tour.

recognition rate are displayed in Table 5. 5 female and 5
male speakers were selected for the test set while the re-
maining 40 speakers were used in the training set.

The classification of M3 markers versus other categor-
ies and classification into three classes (M3 : M2 : M1,
M0) are the most important for further use in semantic pars-
ing of recognized word strings (Boros et al., 1998). By
comparing the obtained results to the results obtained on
the ERBA corpus (Bakenecker et al., 1994) (82%, 72%),
the results on Slovenian speech data are even slightly bet-
ter. This indicates at least the correctness of the automatic
procedure for boundary labeling and also the appropriate
feature selection and classification procedure for the Slov-
enian language.

Classification Recognition Recognition
schemes overall classwise

M0 : M1 : M2 : M3 74.1% 77.5%
M0 M1 : M2 : M3 80.7% 80.3%
M0 M1 M2 : M3 87.3% 87.7%
M0 : M1 M2 M3 87.5% 87.6%

Table 5: Recognition results for different classification
schemes for syntactic-prosodic boundaries. App. 40000
labels were used in the training set, 8400 in the test set, la-
bel M3 at the end of the utterance was not included in the
tests.

Due to the lack of manually labeled data3 the results of
the experiments on acoustic-prosodic boundary classifica-
tion and word accent classification are not so reliable. They
might be significantly improved using a larger training set.
The results are displayed in Table 6.

Two turns of classification experiments were per-
formed. Both times 5 speakers were used for training and 1
speaker for testing.

6. Conclusion
Useful knowledge on prosodic events for the Slove-

nian speech was gained as an intermediate results of the
described experiments. Pitch periods for the complete
GOPOLIS speech data base were computed and they can

3Only approx. 12% of all GOPOLIS corpus was manually
labeled.



Speaker Classification Recogn. Recogn.
schemes overall classwise

01M B0 : B9 : B2 : B3 73.9% 79.8%
03M B0 : B9 : B2 : B3 66.8% 67.2%

01M UA : SA : PA 64.1% 62.5%
03M UA : SA : PA 72.5% 69.9%

Table 6: Recognition results for different classification
schemes for acoustic-prosodic boundaries and word accent
labels. Approx. 4500 labels were used in the training set
and 840 labels in the test set for acoustic-prosodic bound-
aries; the label B3 at the end of the utterance was not in-
cluded in the tests. Approx. 5000 labels in the training set
and 1000 labels in the test set for the word accent labels.

be used as a reference for further investigations. Several
statistical parameters concerning duration and loudness of
words, syllables and allophones were computed for the
Slovenian language, for the first time on such a large speech
database.

The obtained research results encourage us to continue
the co-operation of both partner groups. Data collection
and annotation as well as development of semantic parsers,
using prosodic information as additional input, will be the
next steps of our research. The computed prosodic para-
meters will also be applied in the prosody prediction pro-
cess for Slovenian text-to-speech synthesis.

It can be seen that two languages belonging to different
language groups – Germanic and Slavonic – could success-
fully be processed using the same syntactic and prosodic
modelling procedure. In the near future, there will still be
more resources available for the major European languages
than for the minor ones. It seems to be likely that this dis-
advantage can be by–passed at least partly by approaches
like those described in this paper.
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